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secretary suggested that they ____ the men in at once. A. had

brought B. should have brought C. brought D. bring 2. The Jade

Emperor ordered that the Monkey King _____ right away. A. would

be arrested B. must be arrested C. be arrested D. had to be arrested 3.

Janes uncle insisted ____ in this hotel any longer. A. not staying B.

not to stay C. that he not stay D. staying not 4. He demanded that the

laboratory report ___ immediately after the experiment was done. A.

was written B. be written C. must be written D. would be written 5. It

is required that you ____ at six. A. will arrive B. arrive C. arrived D.

would arrive 6. It is really strange that the girl ___ so early. A. has

been married B. has married C. be married D. would marry 7. The

teacher agreed to the suggestion that the students ___ two weeks to

prepare for the exam. A. give B. should give C. be given D. would be

given 8. It is important that I ___ with Mr. Williams immediately. A.

speak B. spoke C. will speak D. to speak 9. It is imperative that you

___ on time. A. are B. will be C. be D. would be 10. I recommended

that the student ___ his composition as soon as possible. A. finishing

writing B. should finish the writing C. finish writing D. finished

writing 11. The Law requires that everyone ___ his car checked at

least once a year. A. has B. had C. have D. will have 12. The professor

gave orders that the test _____________ before six oclock. A. be

finished B. will finish C. will be finished D. shall finish 13. It is



appropriate that more time ________________ to thorough study

of the scheme. A. should have been devoted B. ought to be devoted

C. must be devoted D. be devoted. 14. We are all for your proposal

that the discussion ______________. A. be put off B. was put off C.

should put off D. is to put off 15. We strongly urge that you

_______________ interfere in this matter. A. dont B. wont C. not
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